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He loved the poor and did the oppressed justice upon the oppressor. The word " Opressor" means

���� ���� �	
	�� ����

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The verse leaves it to the prophet's discretion to judge between them. The word " Discretion "

means 

	
	��� �
��� ����� ������
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Most of the religious traditions describe fundamental mystical experience. The word " Mystical "

means

���� !� "�#$ �!���� "��%&�
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1. 2. 3. 4.

When his lord manifested Himself to the Mount, He made it as dust. And Moses fell down in a

swoon . The word " Swoon " means

'�( ��)*�+ ,)� ���(�
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Anger, drunkness, bigotry, envy and evil intentions constitute uncleanness. The word " Envy"

means

�!- ����� 	%� ./0�

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He is too obstinate to listen to the reason. The word " Obstinate " means 

���1 �+ �3� ,��45 67� �+

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In fact the truth lies between the two extrems. The word " Extremes" means

�$���05 �$ 8!)�! ���&� 8�9� �*�#5

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What does " Sanity " mean? It means

�4: ;7�+ ��� <�� �5� "�$�= �$��� �#*� >�?
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1. 2. 3. 4.

How or by what criterion are we to decide between them? The word " Criterion" means

@�A�� ���05 83%! ��%&�
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1. 2. 3. 4.

There must be adequate room for people to gather. The word " Adequate" means

���B� "���B ���� ����

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

She rejects the critic's verdict against her recent book. The word " Verdict" means

��	+ �	��� C�+ D)B)5
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1. 2. 3. 4.
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Mustashabihat  means

to decide between two things to be certain

to be doubtful to recite sth aloud

12-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What is the meaning of Sarfah?

deriving from coming from putting off turning away

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We may easily perplex our judgement by a multitude of considerations foreign to the matter. The

word "  Perplex " means

baffle interrupt separate express

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The mother's behaviour  has a profound impact on  the developing child. The word " Profound"

means

productive deep sufficient similar

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

She wrote her paper with meticulous exactitude. The word " Meticulous" means

very common medial rational very clear

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The Greek equivalent of the Quranic word.......used of Juses is Logos.

kalemah nur fatir jibt

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He ruled the kingdom for many years with wisdom and equity. " Equity" means

violence evidence justness inclination

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The Arabic expression " Mauzu" ( in the terminology of hadith ) means

interpolated denounced fabricated good

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Man has free will, it is therefore intelligible that the law contains commands and ......

criteria companions narrations prohibitions

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

This verse has been .........by  another new verse.

abrogated abandoned revealed diminished

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The ban on advertising was withdrawn . The word " Withdrawn" means

abolished confirmed neglected correlated

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Muslims of all ages are united in proclaiming the.......of the Quran.

conversion inimitability comprehension sanity

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

According to Quran, .......and changes have corrupted the Torah.

sources alternations interpretations traditions

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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A(n)........is a person who predicts  the future .

announcer devurer soothsayer inquirer

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The  words Istabraq and  Namareq in Quran are .....

semitic definitely Arabic

geneuinely Arabic entirely  no Arabic 

26-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Muslims are agreed that..........is the second of the two revealed fundamental sources of Islam,

after the Quran.

commenting the Quran the prophethood

the sunnah of the prophet the religion

27-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Who is the authpr of Nukhbah al - Fikr?

al- Amir  al - sanani Muhammad ibn Ibrahim  al- wazir

ibn kathir ibn Hajar al - Asqalani

28-

1. 2.

3. 4.

......is a hadith whose reporter omits two or more consecutive reporters in the isnad.

Muzal Muallaq Munqati Mursal

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

.......refers to an addition by a reporter to the text of the hadith being narrated .

Qarib Aziz Munkar Mudraj

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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